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What makes a aood leader?
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he word lead is defined in Memam Webster’s as ”to guide on a way, especially by going in advance; to direct on a course; to serve as a channel for”;’ however, what is leadership? I can tell you what it is not-leadership is not authority because authority is compelled obedience. Many executives confuse leadership with authority, but this is an error of convenience. It requires a lot less effort to tell someone what to do than to inspire him or her to do it. Leadership requires assessing social dynamics as they are happening and taking corrective action with the next move. Leaders are not just people with vision. They are tactical as well as strategic masters, and they create scenarios that persuade others to follow them. Leadership does not mean getting people to do their job. It means getting people to do their best. A leader’s true success depends on motivation. It is a critical component of leadership and requires constant attention and focus.



THEMOTIVATIONFACTOR How can you motivate people? In all honesty, you cannot. Motivation is internal and comes from within each of us. The only person who truly can motivate a person is that person. Although you cannot control motivation, you can have a positive effect on it. You can create conditions in which people want to be motivated; therefore, they will motivate themselves. All people want to achieve, contribute, and be a part of something special. A leader must harness and nurture that drive, feed it, and encourage it to grow. The book Primal Leadership says,



When it comes to building leadership



skills that last, motivation and how a person feels about learning matter immensely. People learn what they want to learn. Iflearning is forced on us, men if we master it temporarily (f0rinstance, by studying for a test), if is soon forgotten. When people are required to go through a one-sizefits-all leadership deuelopment program, participants may simply go through the motions-unless they truly want to learn.2 Communication is the activity leaders engage in the most. It is what they use to inform, instruct, direct, develop, motivate, convince, correct, collaborate, and achieve. It is how they Motivation affect performance, build trust, and shape an envicomes from ronment of partnership. In addition, communicawithin. Leaders tion is not always how well leaders say things, cannot motivate but how well they are understood. people as it is



DEVELOP LISTENINGSKILLS



internal, but



Listening is a part of communication that leaders can have leaders should focus on. Effective listening is an a positive effect active process that requires skill, discipline, on motivation. and practice. Effective listeners can minimize misunderstandings, assumptions, ancfmistakes, and they help increase trust, cooperation, and commitment. The goal of listening is understanding. You do not have to agree with other people’s positions to understand their point of view and why they feel as they do. Gaining understanding of the people around you allows you to AORN JOURNAL
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work more constructively with others and establish a mutually beneficial and successful relationship. Listening skills include minimizing distractions, giving the speaker your complete attention, and showing that you are listening. Do not get hung up on a person’s presentation; focus on the content, and never interrupt. Interrupting is disrespectful and frustrating.



LEADERSHIP QUALITIES Many successful people are no more talented than unsuccessful people. The difference is that successful people do things that unsuccessful people do not like to do. Leadership is not just knowing what you stand for, but what you are willing to stand up against. When I have asked others what they believe leadership to be, many times I hear words that describe characteristics of a leader, including strategic thinker; visionary; self-directed; a change agent; and possessor of business, technical, and communication (ie, verbal, nonverbal) skills. Leaders also are described as having a professional personal image and interpersonal skills, and they are reliable, open minded, ethical, honest, mentors, nonjudgmental, sensitive, flexible, and negotiators. I referenced an article by Ron Franscell that was published in the Denver Post titled, ”Little League, Big Lessons” during the 2002 Leadership Conference. I have had many
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Successful people are no more talented than unsuccessful people. They just are willing to do the things that unsuccessful people may not be willing to do.



Back up your teammates. The shortest route between two points, such as the dugout and the snack stand, is a straight line. 0 Patience and vision make a hit. 0 Errors are inevitable. 0 You can still have friends on the other team. 0 Sometimes you get hurt, but it goes away eventually. requests to provide the lessons 0 Warm days are a gift, so from that article to all AORN play every chance you get. members, so they are reprint0 When the time comes to ed here with permission from make a play, it’s best to the Denver Post. know what you’re going to 0 Being safe at home is the do. overall objective. 0 Long-ball hitters strike out 0 Two hands work better sometimes too. than one. 0 Even benchwarmers have 0 It sometimes takes every an important job. kid in the neighborhood to 0 It’s best to face forward make something possible. most of the time. 0 With persistence, even a 0 Always hustle. bunt can be a home mn. 0 Don’t dig yourself into a 0 Always keep the tradehole at home. mark up. 0 Every season, the fences get a little closer. 0 It’s nice to be part of a team. 0 Right fielders are blessed with the brightest futures. 0 Practice helps. They have nowhere to go 0 Everybody gets a least one chance to be a hero. but u p - o r to center field. 0 Grown-ups get awfully 0 And. . .we all play rightexcited about little stuff. field at some time in our lives.3 0 We sometimes see things We all can learn from the differently than the guy Little League, as it is an excelwho has to make the call. lent parable on what leader0 The national anthem ship and learning to be a should be played before leader is about. I have two anything that‘s worth additional lessons I would doing. like to add to the above. Treat 0 Cry later. everyone like a top draft 0 Winning is not everything, choice, and let everyone hold it just feels better. the trophy when you win. 0 Diamonds are forever. I truly believe that leaders Grass stains aren’t. are made, not born, and that 0 The sun shines in everyyou do not have to be in an body’s eyes. 0



0



executive/ management position to be a leader. What you have to be willing to do is learn. AORN leaders, including chapter presidents, committee chairs, and state comcil presidents, will be gathering in Denver during the 2003 AORN Focus on Leadership conference on July 25 to 27, 2003, to learn more about the skills leaders need to succeed.



AORN has many leaders, all of whom have something to contribute to OUT Association. How you chose to lead is up to you. You can influence how AORN does its job. In fact, you must influence it, because that is your job. *3



NOTES



1. Merriam Webster's Collegiate Dictionary, tenth ed (Springfield,



Mass: Merriam Webster Inc, 1993) 661.



2. D Goleman, R Boyatzis, A



McKee. Primal Leadershia: Realizing The Power of Emotional Intelligence (Boston: Harvard Business School Press, 2002) 99. 3. R Franscell, "Little League: Big lessons," The Denver Post, 14 July
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Safety Net Will Help Identify Near-miss Event Patterns afety Net, AORN's near-miss reporting system, is being used t o collect information about near-miss events i n perioperative settings across the nation. AORN will analyze this information as part of its ongoing efforts to inform its members and other penoperative clinicians about strategies that can be used t o prevent medical errors in penoperative settings. A specific methodology t o analyze the data has not yet been determined. AORN i s collecting both quantitative and qualitative information and will need to develop methodologies to examine trends i n both modalities; however, as the value of the data lies i n the stones of the events, AORN will



S



report themes and contributing factors. All data that i s submitted t o Safety Net remains anonymous. I n addition, the database design i s such that each variable i s stored i n a unique location, so it i s not possible to identify individual institutions. Data will be aggregated and not evaluated individually. The purpose of Safety Net i s to identify and communicate patterns i n the near-miss data that suggest a need for new standards or procedures. Nurses and other penoperative clinicians are encouraged t o use this reporting system t o ensure the quality of the data. Safety Net can be accessed via the Patient Safety First web site a t http://www. patientsafetyfirst.org/safetynet. htm or via AORN Online at http://www.aorn. org.



Warnings Issued for Misleading Product Promotions he Food and Drug Administration (FDA) and Twarning the Federal Trade Commission (FK) have issued letters to web site operators, manufacturUS



ers, and distributors who claim their products will protect against, treat, or cure severe acute respiratory syndrome (SARS), according t o a May 9, 2003, news release from the FDA. An Internet search found 48 web sites advertising SARS prevention and treatment products. Products promoted as treatments for SARS included personal air purifiers, disinfectant sprays and wipes, respirator masks, latex gloves, and dietary supplements such as colloidal silver and oregano oil. Prevention kits containing several of these items also were advertised. Web site operators contacted by the FDA or



FTC must remove any misleading or deceptive claims from their sites or face possible state and federal prosecution. It i s against the law t o make health claims without rigorous scientific support. I n addition, warning letters have been sent t o eight manufacturers and distributors who have made misleading claims. Currently, no products have been found effective in preventing, treating, or curing SARS. FTC and FDA Crackdown on Internet Marketers of Bogus SARS Prevention Products (news release, Rackville, Md: US Food and Drug Administration, May 9, 2003) http:// www.fda.gov/bbs/topics/NEWS/2003/NEW00904. html (accessed 21 May 2003). AORN JOURNAL
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